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Spanish poet and philosopher Chantal Maillard asks whether a world without violence is possible. Beginning with the tale of Nietzsche’s embrace of the Turin horse, and engaging with thinkers from Confucius to Derrida to Sontag, Maillard reflects on how the concept of the “semblable” (one’s other, neighbor, peer, fellow) justifies defensive foreign and domestic policy as well as state-sanctioned global violence.

“[Maillard’s] work in poetry and essay is dazzling. She is truly one of the most outstanding figures of the present.
— TúA Blesa

“Maillard is one of the most important voices writing in Spanish, who sends shivers down the reader’s spine and brings one to confront themselves and their surroundings.
— Winston Manrique Sabogal

Chantal Maillard (b. 1951) is a contemporary Spanish poet and philosopher. With a long repertoire behind her, she has received various literary prizes for her poetry. She was awarded the Spanish National Poetry Prize in 2004 for Matar a Platón and the National Critic’s Prize for Spanish Poetry in 2007, for Hilos. Her prose is particularly notable for merging and transgressing literary genres.

Whitney DeVos is a writer and translator living in Mexico City, where she is completing a doctoral dissertation on documentary and investigative poetics in the Americas. Her translations have appeared in the Acentos Review and are forthcoming in the Chicago Review.